Following the article in the last issue of ScotsGay, featuring the Glasgow LGBT Centre’s banning of the magazine, Gordon Pike, co-chair of the Centre issued the following statement:

“ScotsGay is a useful resource for the LGBT community, in terms of its listings and national coverage. Unfortunately, we are unable to continue stocking the magazine due to its adult content. The Centre is used by all sections of the community and the adult content is, by law, not deemed suitable for young people. This is not a reflection or a criticism of the general content of the magazine, simply a reflection of child protection policy and legislation. We did inform the ScotsGay staff at the beginning of 2006 that we wished to reduce the number of ScotsGay magazines delivered to the Centre as we were preparing to re-locate in new premises and were undecided as to our future plans in terms of publications available within the Centre. We have subsequently reduced the amount of magazines we received over the year. We are surprised and somewhat disappointed that Mr. Hein has responded in such a dramatic fashion. Aside from the reported telephone quote mentioned in his article, neither Mr. Hein nor any of his staff have engaged at any level with the Centre regarding this matter. If any Centre member has any view, either positive or negative on this matter, they may contact Gordon Pike (co-chair) by writing to him at: Glasgow LGBT Centre, 11 Dixon Street, Glasgow, G1 4AL.

In fact, prior to phoning Centre Manager Ruth Black for comment, I had a lengthy conversation in the Centre with one of its Directors, Alastair Smith, something of which Ruth Black was well aware. Gordon Pike manages to totally avoid the issue of the Centre’s inability (or unwillingness) to control children’s access to so-called adult content - something which other LGBT community projects seem to manage adequately whilst ensuring that ScotsGay is freely available to the adults who form the vast majority of their users.

Has the Centre never heard of a top shelf or “copies available on request”? Meanwhile, daily editions of popular “newspapers” which regularly promote homophobia and sexism are freely available to pollute the minds of all ages on the Centre’s premises.

The Centre can be contacted via the response form at: www.glgbt.org.uk/Admin/Contactboard

Let us know what YOU think. Join Jodie Fleming and Katriona Godward. The two Centre workers who have voluntarily suspended their subscriptions to ScotsGay because of its adult content.

Jodie Fleming and Katriona Godward.

To enter by Post scribble your limerick on to a postcard with your full details and send to PO Box 666, Edinburgh. EH7 5YW

The winner will receive a large painting of YOU, created by Katriona Godward.

Approximate value of prize is £500.

Clonezone

46 Virginia Street, Glasgow

Tel: 0141 253 2989

www.clonezonedirect.co.uk

The Regent

Edinburgh’s Gay Real Ale Pub

CAMRA AWARD WINNING REAL ALE PUB

FOOD SERVED ALL DAY

Open 11am - 3am Mon-Fri – 10.30am - 11pm Sat & Sun

202 Property

196-198 Ward Street

Edinburgh EH2 2AE

Tel: (0131) 225 2532

www.property-scotland.co.uk

The Regent

020 7722 8080

www.property-scotland.co.uk
Go first your girlfriend or your boyfriend to the bridge and fuck the tears away. After pictures, you could find yourself with a three-letter password. A beautiful woman. Your name and Pleasure on your name of the Sex Offenders Register.

Once upon a time, a man called Donald Reid. For advice on Civil Partnership, Wills, Powers of Attorney and Wills CAN PROTECT YOUR PARTNER.
Many dread the arrival of Feb. Valentine’s Day falls mid-week this year, so there won’t be many Cupid inspired nights. I’m wise enough to know that it’s best not to wake up till the spring, but I shall try to tempt you all out with a few tasty treats and hints.

We start with the welcome return of BookMarc’s on Sat 2nd Feb. The boys are still going strong, and all they ask is that you respect the three code and enjoy the fare! For all those who love real men, Barwars are meeting in Revolver on Fri 9th Feb from 8pm. At the moment these are informal gatherings, but there are plans to expand the events which may include a sauna visit and charity night. The group has increased in numbers and, as always, the Revolver staff do their best to make the night special.

On Sun 28th Jan (Cocktail Monday) will be singing in Bennets, and the girls are back on top on Fri 2nd Feb with the lovely latex. The next Utter Gutter is on Sat 3rd Feb - this is a night which has really gone from strength to strength. It features a wide range of music and personality, offering a real alternative to what the scene normally serves. The Women’s Library have set up their new home and are offering a packed diary, starting with a Creative Writing Workshop which was held on Thu 25th Jan. There’s a Women’s History event on Wed 7th Feb at 7.30pm, led by Ann Donaldson who will guide you through the history of women. Tips on tours with Sandra Middleditch will meet outside the City Chambers at 6pm on Tue 13th Feb. All of these events are well organised, informative and fun.

The Arches has a new mood exhibition on until Tue 27 Feb. This is an exhibit of postcard work called GOPex Art Collective, a group established to provide an easy outlet for Scotland’s upcoming creative talent, and a source of fresh contemporary art pieces. The Arches are also showing more of their Fisters shorts on Sun 28th Jan and Sun 11th Feb. Also showing is the coming of age Schweppes No 1 after (looking for more), beautifully done film which tug at the heart strings.

Warhol has been going for a few months now, with a welcoming atmosphere and one of the few places where food is available. They have a quirky gallery space and also run a ‘Making money is art and working is business’ course. It’s the only course of its kind in the UK - if you opened a women’s market - if you opened a women’s market - if you opened a women’s market - why would we do this? I asked tired value for money, comfort and social nature of 6. The establishment have become as much a part of the Glasgow scene as any of the other venues in our life time. When you go in you are met with a smiling face they have an understanding of the lay out and guides you throughout the various areas. I must admit being struck by just how relaxed and welcoming it is there.

Last, but by no means least, The Garage. It’s open till 3am, has a major coffee bar and helpful staff.

Glasgow now has more saunas than any other place in Scotland so the demand is there - but why? These I asked tired value for money, comfort and social nature of 6. The

Glasgow

glaschu

For more events in Glasgow - turn to the centre pages.
For more events in Edinburgh - turn to the centre pages

Edinburgh
dun eideann

It’s a lean month on the Edinburgh scene throughout Jan! Withholds the promise of promos, pubs and clubs resorting to dining on provocative Spanish Christmas churros, it’s time to get back out there. As our end of Jan pay cheque arrives, we can all breathe a huge sigh of relief and get enthused with all that Feb has to offer.

Felt heralds the celebration of pagan-originated Valentine’s Day, and with it the make-up, break-up and re-evaluation of many relationships! Society has dictated that those of us lucky enough to have found our soulmate - or simply just a well-intentioned stag bud - can celebrate that union on Wed 14th Feb. So get yourself to Citi and spend your money on yet another card and maybe even a fluffy rag toy, just to show you care! Or you could book a table at Velvet’s Valentine’s Night of Decor and Dancing, put on just for the occasion. Readings are being held now for this auspicious three course feast, commencing at 7.30pm upstairs. Non-diners can join the party downstairs from 8pm, with resident DJ Random and Leatherboy on the decks. Further entertainment will be provided by Cindy the sexy Sahar Dancer, getting everyone in the mood for grinding their hips. Velvet’s usual Friday and Saturday night party is moving to Sat 3rd Feb. So get down to Marlow at 8.30pm for 2-4-1 on all drinks until 11pm.

The new and exciting antithesis to Velvet arrives this month in the form of Zena’s, the new-look, new-theme venue on Sat 10th Feb, this is a night for the boys! Velvet 10 Kemptons and Leatherback will be joined by DJs Kilk It and Ear are solo, from 9.30pm-2am. Drinks promos include 2-4-1 from 9-10pm, and although gay girls are welcome when accompanied by a male, this night is primarily for the boys.

The bevy of Switchboard Ball will be held on Sat 17th at the Assembly Room. The theme this time is Rio Carnival, which is fabulous! Livelier than ever and the Black Rio Gold Band. The Pink Paper Readers’ Awards were announced for 2007, with Best Scots Club being awarded to CCC Blooms (No. 3) and Ego (No. 5). Best Scots pub was awarded to Haban (No. 2) and Planet Out (No. 3).

Time to stop procrastinating and put into action those New Year resolutions you made? You have the perfect opportunity on Sat 10th Feb as the LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing’s quiz night, 7pm at the Edinburgh Edinbane (58a and 60 Broughton Street). Houses Negociants), 45-47 Lothian Street. It’s both fascinating and informative. Wellbeing team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person. There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person. The new and exciting antithesis to Velvet arrives this month in the form of Zena’s, the new-look, new-theme venue on Sat 10th Feb, this is a night for the boys! Velvet 10 Kemptons and Leatherback will be joined by DJs Kilk It and Ear are solo, from 9.30pm-2am. Drinks promos include 2-4-1 from 9-10pm, and although gay girls are welcome when accompanied by a male, this night is primarily for the boys.

 bloomers.com/ and Velvet Again, the quiz night, 7pm at the Edinburgh Edinbane (58a and 60 Broughton Street). Houses Negociants), 45-47 Lothian Street. It’s both fascinating and informative. Wellbeing team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person. There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person.

There’s a full food menu from Noon-9pm each day and it’s open Noon-1am. Meanwhile, the original Destination is open 7pm-1am (plus Sat-Noon on Fri and Sat). The Cabaret Show (with a minimum of two drag queens) is on Thur-Sat, Mon is a Student Night with all drinks for £2 and Thu Sue smalls Complementation Karaoke, while Topping and Butch are revamped for Fri and Sat and 3rd 3rd Sat. Gordon at Habana tells me that a new Quiz Night will be starting soon on Thu night. DJ Gears is on the decks on Thu evenings for House of Sin.

Finally, if you’re acquainted with Edinburgh, how about this job for the boys! Destination on Fri 5th Feb. For an application pack write to Chris and Mikey Dowser. Ask them for details.

There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person. There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person.

There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person. There’s a fantastic free exhibition on women’s suffrage at Holyrood. ‘If I Can’t Have, I shall Dance’, Revue and contest for the prizes will be awarded to the supporting LGBT team. The evening will kick off at 7pm and will cost £2 per person.
Is it the sign of a good festive period when you're still making apologies throughout Jan? If so, I had a good time! My last set of apologies go to the boozers at OUT for my drunkness on the 30th Dec (no, I couldn't wait for New Year’s Eve!). That's what happens when you go out for lunch and don’t go home. One pint too many me thinks!

So it's the romantic time of the year again with Valentine's Day just around the corner, and Dundee is celebrating! If you can’t pull this month then I think you need to seriously reason you tactics!

The Gauger is celebrating Valentine’s Day a couple of days early, with a party on Sat 10 Feb. There’s a fancy dress theme too, so a good excuse to bring out that Halloween Costume that’s only been worn once. And of course a great excuse to see all you boys dressed as ladies! Tickets are £3 with music from 8pm. There will be prizes for the best dressed so make an effort! The Gauger still have calendars available, £4 and available at the bar. All the money raised is going to a good cause. Ross will be DJ-ing on Fri and Sat nights.

Brooklyn's is celebrating on the 14th Feb with the new traditional Shag Tag. If you need Dutch courage beforehand, Brooklyn’s has free pool and drinks promotions every day between 5pm and 9pm. There’s a Karaoke on Wed, Fri and Sun, with DJs on the intervening nights including DJ Reilly on a Tue.

Shag Tag is the intervening nights including DJ Reilly on a Tue. OUT is no doubt going to follow on from Shag Tag in Brooklyn’s with lots of drinkers downing shots in the club (no doubt a few stickers will be pulled on the 14th). The club is open Wed to Sun 11pm till late. OUT’s latest addition is ‘Popstars’ every Sun; it’s only £3 at the door with drinks promotions all night. An ideal way to get over Fri and Sat hangovers!

Diversitay will be out on Dundee’s scene on 10th Feb with Valentine’s Day outreach (granted a few days early). This is an ideal opportunity to discover and support your local LGBT group. So if you see them out and about, go up and have a chat. But be warned, they may try and convince you to volunteer! Diversitay’s help is still running every Mon night from 7-9pm, or you can E-mail contact@diversitay.org.uk or shock out their website at www.diversitay.org.uk

A quick mention to DVR Dundee’s LGBT youth group. DVR is a youth group for young people under 25 who have issues with their sexuality, or with the sexuality of a member of their family. It’s a safe and friendly environment where you can meet other young people and discuss issues affecting the LGBT community and their families. They also have guest speakers from the police, health and voluntary sectors. For more info, E-mail Marley at marleyDVR@btconnect.com.

Abertay University LGBT Group is still going strong and meets on the 1st and 3rd Mon of each month at 7pm, in the cinema room on the 3rd floor of the Student Centre. It’s open to students from both universities and is currently planning events for upcoming months. If you’re a student, joining your LGBT society is the ideal way to make new friends and get support from like minded people.

Abertay University LGBT Group seems to have really taken off - despite being only a few months old, it’s already got over 50 members. Like its counterpart at Abertay, it’s an ideal way to make friends and have a few drinks along the way.

See you all next month!
LGBT History Month
A guide to Scotland’s events in February

For more information and updated listings go to: lgbthistory.org.uk

Below are listed events which have already been fully planned and some which need a few additional details. There are also details for some proposed events and restaurants which have committed to providing a rainbow flag at their premises, menu items, quiz nights, themed nights and more.

REGIONAL EVENTS

Abdern
Eight Scottish Police Forces in Edinburgh will be holding outside events in the run up to Pride and LGBT History Month. They will be displaying archive material at the People’s History Museum in Manchester and details can be found on their websites or by contacting the Police Scotland Facebook page.

Borders
Eights Scottish Police Forces in Edinburgh will be holding outside events in the run up to Pride and LGBT History Month. They will be displaying archive material at the People’s History Museum in Manchester and details can be found on their websites or by contacting the Police Scotland Facebook page.

Dundee and Fife
LGBT History Month will be celebrated in Dundee and Fife in February. The city centre will be decorated with a rainbow flag during this month and events will be taking place throughout the month.

Edinburgh
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes outside events and a Royal Mile parade on Saturday, 18th February. The event will feature a variety of performances, including music, dance, and theatre. The parade will also feature a rainbow flag and there will be a wide range of stalls and activities for visitors to enjoy. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Edinburgh Pride website.

Halifax
The Halifax Pride website has announced a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18thFebruary, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Halifax Pride website.

Middlesbrough
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Middlesbrough Pride website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.

NATIONAL EVENTS

Abdern
Police Scotland has announced a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Police Scotland website.

Borders
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Borders Pride website.

Dundee and Fife
LGBT History Month will be celebrated in Dundee and Fife in February. The city centre will be decorated with a rainbow flag during this month and events will be taking place throughout the month.

Edinburgh
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes outside events and a Royal Mile parade on Saturday, 18th February. The event will feature a variety of performances, including music, dance, and theatre. The parade will also feature a rainbow flag and there will be a wide range of stalls and activities for visitors to enjoy. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Edinburgh Pride website.

Halifax
The Halifax Pride website has announced a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18thFebruary, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Halifax Pride website.

Middlesbrough
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Middlesbrough Pride website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.

City of Glasgow
The City of Glasgow Pride website has announced a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the City of Glasgow Pride website.

LGBT History Month
The LGBT History Month programme includes a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the LGBT History Month website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.

Our Story Scotland
The Our Story Scotland website has announced a number of events taking place throughout the month. These include a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Our Story Scotland website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.

Scotland LGBT
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Scotland LGBT website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.

Volunteer Centre Edinburgh
A number of events will be taking place throughout the month. The programme includes a Pride Parade on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Festival on Sunday, 19th February. Other events include a Pride Lunch on Saturday, 18th February, and a Pride Dinner on Sunday, 19th February. More information can be found on the Volunteer Centre Edinburgh website.

NOTICE TO VISITORS

Please be aware that there may be some noise and disruptions associated with the Pride Month events. We recommend you plan your visit in advance and check the event details online for any updates.
Let’s be honest, at some point we have all dumped somebody in a horrific and insensitive manner, and we walk away from the debris with not a single splash of guilt but no real perspective on the repercussions of our actions.

Source: https://markcorrigan.markcorrigan.scot

It’s a fascinating dynamic that can be observed in some of our favorite TV shows. For example, in the show EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lost something to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.

Why are they everywhere? There is an explanation. Now I’m not theorist, but bear with me on this. In EastEnders, when the character Sonia is dumped by her child’s father, Denial makes you believe that you can still be loved and accepted, we have lost something sacred to us, it's a way of existence we made for ourselves whilst we have lived beyond the bubble of dreamy optimism.

The repercussions of being a dumped vary from person to person, some people see their ex in everyone’s faces, every love song heard in a bar can be made to find meaning to an aspect of your failed partnership. You may go for walk or sit in the park and broadcasters with usual tone of jovial couples talking strolls, engaging in a public display of affection by rubbing their faces in their little blue bliss. Upon seeing them, you can feel a personal insult in their happiness, adding to an already overfilled pot of emotional mush that is flirting with the idea of igniting.
The VAGINA MONOLOGUES
delighted to be linked to LGBT History Month
Written by EVE ENSLER
Starring CAROL SMILLIE, JO FREER and JULIE COOMBE
2nd Feb - 24th Feb, 2007

At the Festival Theatre, Nicolson Street, Edinburgh
16 ScotsGay
October 2006

Clear The Shelves!
The march of the militant prudes

Are Scots finally cool with sex? Last September in Edinburgh the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art managed to erect a hoarding of The Story of Sex by Magritte’s depiction of a S&M sex act. The hoarding touched on every wet, vulva-like lip (though the story was cut for reasons of taste and decency). The hoarding was hung tautly along the flesh-like stamen of each magnificent floral mokum, posed in various states of sexual arousal without a hint of a tingle. Moral conservatives ran out of the necessary steam to lay their consigns on the laps of Catholic Reporter. And there was more! Poi-faced researchers were brushed off at the National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh recently to see two flourishes of flesh (Adults only - accompanies children under 12). An anonymous, provisionally called Duncan Macintosh, embellished in The Sunday Times Scotland “Standards of nakedness in the National Portrait Gallery are perfectly tolerable. The types of imagery which people set aside to be inoffensive and in the newspapers are gaudy comparably to 20 years ago. The tide has turned.”

“Hmm! Open the pages of self-professed Glasgow-based ‘family friendly’ feature ‘The Sunday Mail’ and lift into ‘safe’ gay, home-boarding TV channelBSkyB’s Channel 4’s ‘Right at Home’ supplement. Readers, over Christmas, were assaulted by the sight of a covetable frustration (growing among a naked man running into the sea. Steady a quater of an inch of naked backbone was blocked out. It promoted the delusions of buying oversized versions of the same “Friends in High Places” CD and Colins’s ‘Right at Home’ supplement. Readers, over Christmas, were assaulted by the sight of a covetable frustration (growing among a naked man running into the sea. Steady a quater of an inch of naked backbone was blocked out. It promoted the delusions of buying oversized versions of the same “Friends in High Places” CD and Colins’s ‘Right at Home’ supplement. Readers, over Christmas, were assaulted by the sight of a covetable frustration (growing among a naked man running into the sea.

Surprisingly, it’s not so much nakedness that pleases me as the manner in which it is depicted. From the same page, a descriptive discussion over crumpled pants and Crooks founder that as we can see, the Glasgow LGBT Centre’s Directors. Ginger Pike, Alastair Smith, Jean Mongahan, Graham Dunn, and Andrew Wilson. Ruth Black make an altogether different line-up. According to her profile on the Glasgow LGBT Centre’s website, Mo Black is a mother. She is also the founder of France’s famous ‘Dame de Stade’ nude calendar “It is a part that would have been uncomfortable to me had it been done well.”

Tapping into that old ‘friends in high places’ mindset, Ruth Black’s ‘extraordinary’ contribution to the story was: “Anything that diminishes the gay community is a step in the wrong direction.”

Eventually, we are visited from the moment we open our gay magazines and I am in no hurry to be de-sacralised. Last year we documented ‘The Power of the LGBT Centre’ and the most recent one in our series was the ‘LGBTQ+ Friendly Political Party’ and we found that the majority of gay men and women who participated in this event said that they were not happy with the choice of parties.

We are feeling cynical about the whole political process and we are not sure that we will be voting in the next election. However, if we do vote, we will be voting for the Liberal Democrats.

Do you identify as gay or lesbian? Do you consider yourself to be a political activist? Then this is the event for you.

FOR MORE INFO & AN APPLICATION PACK: e-mail gils@swtchboard.uk.com or visit www.gils.co.uk > Volunteer or call 0131-558 4409, 7.30-10pm
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Clear The Shelves!
The march of the militant prudes
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To reply to ScotsGay Voice Ads, phone 09068 556612 (calls charged at 60p per minute) and use the number at the end of the ad.

You can leave your own ad FREE on telephone 0800 138 4 1-2-1

It's only ten pence per minute!

Call Scotland's own chat & date service
— Listen to messages
— Leave your own message
— Meet local laddies!

Call 08712 24 38 89
or text SCOTSGAY to 88211

It's completely FREE to place your ad by phone
on 0800 138 4 1-2-1

We'll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for phone callers to browse on 09068 556612.

Advertisements get their own private voice mailbox and can pick up messages on 09068 556612.

To try the Other Side, call: local numbers to curtail TV, phone lines 50p; STD 50p, 214 calls would like to try ‘the other side’ with male or couple 21-45 years. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6836.

Looking for someone older, 60+ if the north-east of Scotland who is looking for others who are into leather and rubber. ‘I would love to meet someone who are into it and possibly to go on a date as well.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6624.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into dogging and meeting for sex. ‘I am a very open minded person, and I love meeting new people but it’s hard finding people who share my interest.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6725.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into wellies, waders or riding boots – muddy or clean. ‘I warmed again.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6748.

Guy 40's seeks others into wellies and waders. ‘Can accommodate. Complete discretion’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6793.

Guy 43 years old seeks similar guys who are into leather and rubber: ‘I can travel anywhere in Scotland.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6802.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into bondage and rubber. ‘I am a very open minded person, and I love meeting new people but it’s hard finding people who share my interest.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6811.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into bondage and rubber. ‘I will do anything my master wishes.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6898.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into wellies, waders or riding boots – muddy or clean. ‘I warmed again.’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6748.

Guy 40 years old looking for others who are into leather and rubber. ‘I can accommodate. Complete discretion’ Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6793.
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Looking For Fun In Glasgow…
A young guy (16-21) with enough energy and stamina to work hard, now I want to play. I’m looking for a right person. Box SG73114.

looking for younger guy to share flat. 40 years old, tax my own business and a busy job, now I want to settle down. Looking for a compatible aged 18-25. Box SG73113.

looking for a nice smooth firm-bottom, for friends with pleasant benefits. Box SG73112.

Looking For Younger Guy To Share Flat. 40 years old, run my own business and a busy job, now I want to settle down. Looking for a compatible aged 18-25. Box SG73113.
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It took a team of 15 to help Alan beat cancer.

A changing NHSScotland means there’s never been a better time to join our world-class team. Whatever your skills, background or ambitions there could be a place for you. You’ll receive good training, do rewarding work and serving the people of Scotland can lead to great job satisfaction.

To learn more about a career with NHSScotland call 0845 601 4647, text ‘Beat’ to 61611 or visit infoscotland.com/nhs. If you're hard of hearing textphone 0141 204 2945.

Join our team, make a difference.